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VICTORIA PRIMARY — NOW IS THE TIME TO

by Dr

GEORGE

Venters

At the full Edinburgh Council Meeting on the 29th June 2017 it was agreed that
a new primary school for Newhaven should be built on Windrush Drive on the
Western Harbour development. This is welcome on three counts.
Firstly - because it means our children will be taught in premises and with facilities
fit for education in the twenty first century.

Secondly, because one of the recommendations in their response to consultations was that: “Council Officers will
continue to provide support to community groups wishing to consider community ownership of the
existing Victoria Primary School building through the Community Asset Transfer process”. This means that
the Greater Newhaven community will have the chance to acquire the building when it becomes available and to
put it to whatever use it wishes.
And thirdly, because it places responsibility on how to take things forward in our own hands. It is up to us.
The history of Newhaven is long and littered with destructive disasters some natural and some inflicted by external
authorities that thought they knew best. As befits this new century, changes in law are emerging to empower
communities to take charge of their own future. We have a lot to do but we now have rights and a lot to build on.
Until the recent past, fishing and the sea were the economic mainstays of Newhaven and living was often hard
and dangerous. Shared adversity led to the people creating their own formal and informal ways of helping each
and all and they persisted over centuries. When I was a child it was a place where all were equal and we took
fairness and mutual support for granted. There was an underlying benevolence in the community - the granite setts
of the streets we walked on were steeped in social solidarity.
In the second half of the last century, Newhaven lost the fishing and a key source of jobs and money. But that had
happened before and the village survived because the ties of kinship, friendship and a common history bound the
people together. However, what has nearly destroyed this strong sense of community has been the enforced
“Urban Clearance” of the redevelopment of the village occurring throughout the sixties and seventies. The Main
Street no longer was a social thoroughfare where people were coming and going and talking to each other. And
a large proportion of the population – particularly the elderly – were decanted to become exiles (and many never
to return) in unfamiliar housing schemes where they knew no one.
Fortunately there remained a core of activists who were able to keep the history and ethos of the community alive
and set up the museum (which we are working to resurrect). But the heart of the village has been kept alive and
the real spirit of Newhaven endures in Victoria Primary School. The teachers and children have created their own,
welcoming and inclusive mini Newhaven in which they know of its history and trust, support and have confidence
in themselves and each other. This will certainly carry over into the new school.
It is now up to us to follow the example of our children and our history. By recasting the function of the “old”school
in terms of meeting the needs of all the people we can ensure that Greater Newhaven can flourish as the caring,
supportive community we would wish to live in. We now have to get together and work together to sort out what
we see as priorities. Your community needs you.
In coming issues we will be raising possibilities and discussing issues so that we can get your views and direct
support on taking matters forward. You can get in touch with the writer with any comments or contributions on
the above at clerk@newhavenheritagecentreorg.uk.
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by JUDY Crabb
Here’s a date for your diary — Saturday 23rd September: 2.30pm until 4.00pm.
Newhaven Heritage is delighted that our application to the Cockburn Trust to host a “Doors Open Day” was
accepted and that, thanks to the support of Laura Thomson, Victoria Primary’s Head Teacher, and the
co-operation of the City of Edinburgh Council, we will be able to give the public access to the oldest
working school in Edinburgh.
The school was designed by James Lessels and Harry Taylor of George Street, Edinburgh and opened in 1845 with
later extensions in 1874 and 1875. The firm of Lessels and Taylor were architects of renown responsible for a
number of buildings in the New Town or for revising their design. It is a rare example of an early Victorian
educational establishment with many period features.
Guided tours will take place at 2.30pm and 3.30pm and talks will be given at 2pm and 3pm. Visitors will also be
able to visit the “Wee Museum”, the pride and joy of Victoria’s pupils. Local Newhaveners will be on hand to
answer questions and members of the committee of Newhaven Heritage will be available to share their vision of
what the school could become as the village’s Heritage Centre.
There will be activities for children, too, and refreshments for all available.
Doors Open Days is Scotland’s largest free festival that celebrates heritage and the built environment. The aim of
the festival is to ensure that Scotland’s built heritage, new and old, is made accessible to people. The first Doors
Open Day first took place in Glasgow and Ayr in 1990 where it formed part of the European City of Culture
celebrations. The success of the event encouraged other areas to participate the following year and has now grown
to cover almost every area of Scotland with more than 800 buildings expected to open, generating over 200,000
visits to sites and hidden architectural gems such as Victoria Primary School.
With approval for a new school being given at the end of June 2017, it is imperative that this jewel of Victorian
architecture is preserved with its original timber sash and case windows, a relatively unchanged interior retaining
timber boarded dado panelling, iron radiators, stone stairs, cast-iron banisters and double-height hall making the
school an impressive and virtually complete example of its type.
We anticipate a busy day on September 23rd and for safety reasons, the numbers on the tours will be restricted.
You would be advised to register your interest at newhavenheritage@gmail.com at the earliest opportunity.

VICTORIA SCHOOL IN 1967
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All good things come to an end, not least the Newhaven Fisherwomen’s Choir.
Marion Ritchie, always listed as Mrs David Ritchie, a convention from the Edwardian
era, founded the choir in 1927 and was subsequently awarded an MBE in 1952 for her
services to music. She would hardly have believed that her choir would still be
performing almost 60 years after it began.
Mrs Ritchie died in 1954 at the peak of the choir’s popularity and international reputation.
Her daughter, Marion (Menie) Addison, assumed the role of conductor and for a further
twenty or more years sustained the choir’s diary at a laudable level despite the increasing
average age of the choir. Her sister, Betty, was the choir’s accompanist from its
establishment until her death the year before its 50th anniversary.

by GORDON Young

Even at the time of the choir’s Golden Jubilee in 1977, there were still 22 active members. Originally, the choir was
composed of only fisherwomen but in latter years was made up of fishermen’s wives and relatives.
In their time, they travelled all over Scotland from the Orkneys to the Borders and from London to Norway. Even
in 1975, the last year in the diary that had a list of singing engagements, they had eleven public performances
including an appearance on STV’s Watchnight Service live from the Gateway Studio on Leith Walk. Sadly, this was
to be the last performance of Betty Ritchie who died on February 15th 1976.
Much praise was showered on the choir in their special anniversary year. Full acknowledgement was given in the
press at the time for their tireless fund-raising efforts over their five decades’ existence whereby tens of thousands
of pounds had been raised for good causes.
Throughout the time as a choir, the Newhaven Fisherwomen’s Choir were instantly recognised as they always
performed on their “braws”, traditional costumes of two coloured petticoats each of which contained three yards
of material, and their Paisley pattern shawls.
In the diary, a final act of charity is noted when, on August 17th, 1977 a bench was presented to the then City of
Edinburgh’s Lord Provost, Ken Borthwick, by Mr Charles Addison, Menie’s husband, in celebration of the
Fisherwomen’s Choir’s Golden Jubilee. This bench was sited at the corner of Craighall Road and the junction of
Main Street and Pier Place. A cine film made at the time will shortly be available on our website
www.newhavenheritagecentre.org.uk. Where is this bench now? Does anyone know?
This, sadly, is the last entry in the diary. The choir went on for a few more years but eventually a combination of
the aging process — conductor Menie was already 80 at the time of the Jubilee — and attrition brought the choir
to a close around 1985.
This lovingly compiled book was entrusted to Newhaven Heritage founder member George Hackland by the
trustees of the estate of Rev Dr James Marshall, minister of the Kirkgate Church (subsequently united with South
Leith). It contains many fascinating side notes, photographs and cuttings. After it has been scanned, it will be
placed on the Newhaven Heritage Centre website for all to enjoy.
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In May 1947, the SMT bus company treated the ladies of the Choir to an all-expenses bus trip to Loch Lomond
coming home via Fintry and the Forth Bridge. This was as a thank you for the years of business the Newhaven
Fisherwomen’s Choir had given the company transporting them to the various engagements.

The photograph above shows the choir members at their Golden Celebration held at the Fox Covert Hotel in May 1977.
BACK ROW (L to R): Mrs R Barnet, Mrs I Grieve, Mrs M Linton, Mrs A Boyle, Mrs W Mackie, Mrs N Milne,
Mrs E Packwood, Mrs M Hall, Mrs M Laing, Mrs B Lyle.
FRONT ROW (L to R): Mrs M Smith, Mrs J Grieve, Mrs J Smith, Mrs Menie Addison (conductor), Mrs N Walker,
Mrs C Double, Mrs M Kay.
LIKE US ON facebook /NewhavenOnForth
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The third of a new series celebrating the lives of the ordinary men and women who
personified the hardy existence that made the community of the Bow-Tow what it was.

1927 - present
Flitting up the Raw from Sunny Leith in 1936.
When a wee laddie, it was a big event going out to
visit our kinfolk in Newhaven. My Granny Harcus
lived up a dark winding stairway at Auchinlecks
Brae, then moved along to New Lane and when my
parents separated mum took the three children to
live with Granny Harcus up the Raw as it was called.
When Granny decided to go and live with her
daughter, my Auntie Kate Linton, who lived up the
pend at Victoria Place, we took over Granny’s flat.
The picture shows New Lane exactly as it looked
when we moved there, and the window of our flat
is the upper window, first stairway at the left.
The flat was very small and Mum used the coal fire to cook with. When we ran
out of coal, she did the cooking on a small gas ring. We only had cold water
supplied from a brass tap that ran into a small earthenware sink where Mum did
all the washing and the family, their personal ablutions. The toilet, which we
called ‘the lavvy’, was on the outside stair.
Believe me, it was a cold place to hang out in the winter months, but the neighbours were like family to us and
over the years this only strengthened. Our neighbour’s were :Nick Bunyan and his wife, Freda, and their two sons, Alec and Ralph. Nick worked as a miller at Chancelot Mill
and my sister, Jessie, married son Ralph.
Davie Bunyan, Nick’s brother, lived with his wife, Bertha, and their two daughters.
Bertha worked in the kippering yards round the Halley and a friendlier person you
couldn’t wish to meet. Because she worked in the kippering, her arms were always red
to the elbows but this never seemed to bother her.
Then there was the Linton family, who had a daughter, Jean, and a son, John. And
next door to them were the Rutherfords. Their son, Willie, was my best pal, nicknamed ‘bagpipes’ but I never knew why because he never played the pipes.
Our next door neighbours were the Browns and
the McNaughtons, and, believe me, they kept
me in line and made sure I didn’t get into
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SMALL PICTURE TOP LEFT: PETER AND
GRANNIE HARCUS “UP THE RAW, 1938”
RIGHT: PETER’S MOTHER, JESSIE SELLAR (NEE
HARCUS
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trouble while Mum was working. The family beneath us were the Douglases who had the largest family in the
Lane, and the Spence family, and, of course, ‘Auld Dykes’ who owned the Fyfie, LH- 247. He repaired his nets in
the back room of his small flat then took them out a window into the Fishy Park and boiled them in a large iron
pot that had a red liquid in it. At the foot of the lane was ‘Old Josh’ who we kids pestered something awful. Next
door to her lived the Glasgows and son, Ben, who was a merchant seaman. Across the Lane was the Young family:
two of their sons worked for Baldie Welsh, the grocer at the foot of the Lane, where many times I bought a penny
Eccles Cake known as a ‘fly cemetery’.
I made ‘friends with many and foes of none’.
I had many relatives that lived in the village:- Auntie Kate and Uncle Gavin Linton and my two cousins, Jessie and
Catherine, lived up the Pend in Victoria Place; Auntie Meg Dryburgh (nee Harcus) and her husband Tam along with
children John, Nettie and Catherine lived up the Klondike and their window looked over Ben Crolla’s ice cream
shop; both my uncles Fred and Sandy Harcus sailed with Devlin’s trawlers all their days — Sandy Harcus and his
wife Johan (nee McPherson) lived along Starbank with their two daughters, Jessie and Sandra, and their son,
Robert, and Fred Harcus and his wife Lizzie (nee McCabe) lived off the Ferry Road with five daughters and two
sons, Jimmy and Michael, who both served their apprenticeship as marine engineers with Devlin’s at Granton.
When we moved to Newhaven I attended Victoria school and my teacher there was Miss Ritchie who was the
daughter of the conductor of the Newhaven Fisherwomen’s Choir becoming conductor when her mother retired.
My two best pals at Vickie school were Colin Drummond, who lived up Dudley, and Beg Wanless, who lived up the
Vale , but I had many other pals in Newhaven who I remember very well:- Jackie Flucker, Mosh Morrison, Wullie
(bagpipes) Rutherford mentioned earlier, and another Willie Rutherford who lived up Ann Street, I think. (His father
owned a fishing boat called the May Queen, I believe?) Along with Willie Findlay, and Snappy Todd, Ralph and Alex
Bunyan, and Charlie Clements, we all ran wild including many of the girls and we played all kinds of games.
After tea time just as it was getting dark, we’d play chain tig where one would go hunting until they caught their
first victim and he or she would join the chain until groups of us would go running up the Pend and along Ann
Street, round by the laundry then cut down to Annfield and come screaming back to the den in a long line all
holding hands. The people must have been glad to see us grow up! We also played a game called ‘levoy’ where
someone would be ‘het’ and the remainder would hide and the het would have to go searching for everyone and
take them back to the den. Then just when he or she had captured them all, someone would come screaming
into the den and shout “levoy” which then freed all the captives.
The other games we played were kick the can, brickie, and fitba’ 5-aside. I remember one day playing fitba’ in
the park and this older guy came
down and kicked around with us.
We were amazed how hard he
could blast the ball. His name
was Sal Rennie and we learned
that he had just signed with
Hearts.
In later years, we moved away to
a new house at Ferry Road
Gardens with bedrooms for
everyone, a kitchen to cook in,
and a bathroom with a large
bath and lovely hot water on tap.
This was Eden compared to oor
wee flat up the Raw.
RIGHT: PETER’S CLASS AT VICTORIA
PRIMARY SCHOOL 1936/1937
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HAIL QUEEN ISLA &
FISHER KING ROY

A great and glorious day!
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TOP PICTURE— PIPE MAJOR COLIN MACNEILL WELCOMED THE ROYAL PARTY AND PIPED THEM TO THE
CROWNING CEREMONY 1— QUEEN ISLA CLARK, FISHER KING ROY KIRKWOOD WITH LADIES-INWAITING, AMELIE AUSTIN, POLA GYURKO, REBECCA NICHOLLS AND ALICIA SCOTT; THE FISHER KING’S
STALWARTS ARE JACK GIBBS AND FINLAY AITKEN. 2, 3, 4— THE GOOD WEATHER BROUGHT OUT THE
CROWDS. 5, 6, 7— NANCY
HOGG

PERFORMED

THE

CROWNING CEREMONY.
NEWHAVEN

8—

FISHWIVES

CATHERINE LIGHTERNESS AND
DAUGHTER SUSAN EDWARDS.
9— CATHIE AND SUAN AT
THE

NEWHAVEN

HERITAGE

STAND ALONG WITH PRESSES
SOPHIA ABRAHAMSEN AND

8
8

CLERK,

GEORGE

VENTERS,

WHO WERE IN ATTENDANCE.
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by DOUGIE Ratcliffe

CHOIR
NoTES

As reported previously, this was going to be a busy period and it
turned out to be just that.
We started off with the Newhaven Gala Day on the 6th May with
singing at the harbour to welcome in the Gala
Queen with her entourage, then
continued with a few songs
on the stage in the school
playground. Once again, a
nice community occasion which seemed to be appreciated by all.
The following day, Sunday 7th saw us at the Scottish Storytelling Centre
with Jan Bee Brown performing with Victoria School choir in a Creel of
Stories, this to a full house (pictured here with photographs with the kind
courtesy of Sheila Masson Photography).
Wednesday 10th was an open evening following a recruitment drive at
the Gala Day which attracted new members. A very warm welcome to
all.
The 18th and 20th of May saw us at The City Art Centre for the
opening of the exhibition, Edinburgh Alphabet. This was a big
success and we even got an invite for another gig later in the year.
All in all a very enjoyable couple of days.
Sunday 18th June the choir was singing at the Power of Food Festival
organised by the Newhaven Heritage Garden at the gardens in
Newhaven Main Street. These are in the Old Burial Ground and at Armada
Square. A lovely place to sit and relax and watch the world go by.
Our last evening of this session, 21st June, was held in the Old Chain Pier
bar as the school was unavailable. This didn’t detract from the occasion
and around fifteen of us gathered to sing new and old songs. A nice way
to finish.
Not quite the end though, as five of us joined the Victoria School choir
at their assembly on Friday 23rd
June to sing Coming Home, aka
All Jock Tamson’s Bairns, at the
end of Refugee Week. This was
a project that the children were
involved with. Once again, some
community involvement from a community choir.

We start back with the next session on Wednesday 6th September
at 7pm, All welcome.
LIKE US ON facebook /NewhavenOnForth
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Friends of Starbank Park
HAZY, CRAZY DAYS OF SUMMER
by Christine Shepherd
Friends of Starbank Park held a Picnic in the Park on Sunday 18 June. This
event combined a summer celebration of the park with Jo Cox memorial day
and the Power of Food Festival. It was a glorious day and all over the park
families sat on the grass enjoying picnics. A huge variety of activities was on
offer: storytelling, traditional games, planting, face painting to name but a
few. We were delighted that the local MP and MSP both attended the event.
Planning for the opening of the toilets is well under way: renovations funded by
Friends of Starbank and very positive talks with the Council will hopefully result
in the toilets being able to be available for the next main Starbank Park event –
the Hallowe’en party at the end of October.
The official opening of the new Police Box Library will hopefully take place in
the Autumn. Watch out for further publicity about this event .
Friends of Starbank Park will have a stall at the biennial Trinity Community Gala
which is being held in Lomond Park on the afternoon of Sunday 27 August.
They will offer free seed planting at this event.
And what about the gardens themselves which of course are the main purpose
of Friends of Starbank Park? There has been good progress on the herbaceous
border and the south section of the park is a riot of colour as the accompanying
photographs evidence. Local residents, who often have not realised that there is
more to the park than is visible from Starbank Road, are delighted to discover the
‘hidden’ garden when they venture further up the park. We have a loyal band of
regular gardeners who do a great job maintaining the park in its beautiful state,
but we could always do with more volunteers. Do come along on Wednesday mornings between 10am and
11.30am; you will even get coffee/tea and cake/biscuits!
The Committee is constantly looking out for sources of funding to enable the enhancement of the park, and were
delighted to receive a grant from Tesco.
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Well, Newhaven came alive on Sunday 18 June
2017. What a terrific afternoon was had by all! It
was a truly memorable experience with loads of
fun for all ages as Newhaven Heritage Community
Garden participated in the Power of Food Festival
along with the Jo Cox Foundation 'Great Get
Together' and the Eden Communities 'Big Lunch'
which had been inspired by the most amazing visit
to the Eden Project in March where, over three
days of workshops, I met many new people that
all gave time and energy to so many valuable
organisations.

NEWHAVEN
H E R IT A G E
COMMUNITY
GARDEN
GR OU P
By HEATHER Yang

Inspiration led me
to create an afternoon for Newhaven and
sowed the seed of a Storytelling event from the
Old Burial Ground on a sunny afternoon which
is exactly what happened. The Old Burial
Ground was open to the public and we partied, picnicked and enjoyed the
beautiful songs of the sea with
the Newhaven Choir that even
tempted people out of their
homes to join in! We also ate
pies and salad from Leith Food
Assembly, completed a Pilates
routine and made prints with
the Great Little Art Company,
enjoyed information from the
Men of Leith Men's Shed, heard
tales from Sophia and Louise on
the history and stories of the
area. I learned so many wee interesting facts. Children indulged in
face painting and glitter tattoos from the girls of the Victoria Primary
After School Club who had also previously made bunting with the
children and planted fish shaped pansies in the borders.
What an afternoon full of delights to warm your heart and we were all
happy to chat. Eighty people of all ages enjoyed being together,
meeting new people, being in the community and learning with us which
resulted in us making a difference and offering kindness to each other.
It is often the small gestures that keeps people happy and alive and that
is at the core of keeping Newhaven beautiful and a special historical place to live.
The environment has been improving too and the garden areas are looking better around Newhaven. The Old
Burial Ground is in bloom, beans are sprouting and we have A mushroom! The Neighbourhood Environment
Programme’s funding from the City of Edinburgh Council has assisted the creation of the area at Andrew Wood
Court which has been planted up and a path laid with a seat being positioned under the tree. I have also met with
North West Housing Managers to look at other improvements to the area so I hope that this will make a real
difference.
In July there will be a team of five coming from the Scottish Government and we hope to tidy up some of the back
areas. Local people are contributing and
offering help as well as planting which All enquiries to greenfingers@newhavenonforth.org.uk.
brings loads of blossoms, it is all Like us, and share, at www.facebook.com/
NewhavenHeritageCommunityGarden
tremendous and improving.
LIKE US ON facebook /NewhavenOnForth
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SITUATION VACANT
Newhaven Community Project
Social Media Volunteer

About the Newhaven Community Project
Newhaven, once a distinct community with a proud fishing heritage, has struggled in recent years to
retain its identity. Many of the original buildings were demolished in the 1950s and 60s and replaced by
modern housing with improved facilities. Reclamation of land has pushed back the sea and development
on Western Harbour continues to add thousands of new dwellings. The current Victoria Primary School,
which cannot meet the rising role, is to be replaced in 2020 with a new school on Western Harbour. The
present building — the oldest operational primary school in the City of Edinburgh being founded in
1844, and much loved by the local community — would then be up for sale. Newhaven Heritage is taking
the lead on the development of plans by the community to acquire and develop it as a heritage and
community centre. There is growing concern that it is critical to the future sense of place and a cohesive
community that local heritage and traditions are not lost but celebrated, widely shared, respected and
built upon by new generations.
The social media volunteer role
We are looking for a creative volunteer, who is social media savvy to make the most out of our online
presence, and help us to make good online content to engage with our local communities.
This volunteering position is ideal for anyone wanting to gain experience in working in social and digital
media. It may suit a third-year student studying Social Media and Marketing wishing to develop a
real-time project for their CV. The ideal candidate would work remotely although occasional monthly
team meetings (evening) would be required.
Requirements
You will be passionate about good communication and share our belief in the value of a sense of place
and community. You can:
● Demonstrate knowledge and experience in marketing.
● Display knowledge and understanding of Social Media platforms, their respective
participants (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, etc.) and how each platform can be
deployed in different scenarios.
● Develop social media strategies.
The successful applicant will be conducting the following tasks:
● Develop social media strategies as a means of increasing engagement and traffic to the
website.
● Develop and manage our social media channels, which are; Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and YouTube to reach people and keep them up to date on the progress of the project.
● Respond to social media posts and encourage discussions.
If you feel you can make a contribution to this vital community project, please respond by submitting
your CV to Dr George Venters at clerk@newhavenheritagecentre.org.uk

NEXT ISSUE

— Published at the end of September 2017. If you have any suggestions for features
that you would like to see in future Bow-Tows, do please get in touch with us at Newhaven Heritage at
newhavenheritage@gmail.com. This is also the same email address to use if you wish to be put on the free
subscription list. The deadline for the next issue is Monday 11 September 2017.
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